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Abstract: An effective way to enhance learning and cognitive activity of students (teachers of physics to be)
is to involve them in design and technical work. Attracting students to creative groups are practically effective.
In their spare time they develop and product new training equipment for modern cell base using an especially
composed program. That allows an organization of the project method in teaching physics and to organize a
consistent cycle of training. The great part of the equipment for physical experimentation and automation of
physical studies is designed on the Arduino board. This article describes the features of using microcontroller
platform in design and technical work of students.
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INTRODUCTION must have a clearly defined outcome. Thus, the result on

Nowadays specialist should possess not only basic it is the technological development of the idea of bringing
knowledge, but also have skills for a creative solution of it to the possibility of practical implementation and
practical problems, always improve the qualification, be practical implementation of the decision; on the third
able to adapt to new conditions quickly. Students are stage it is an analysis, improvement and evaluation.
forming these qualities during the basic training and by However, it is important to focus students' attention
active participation in the research work, which includes on some issues, which are related to the construction and
learning the basics of research and implementation of expedient usage of designed and manufactured devices.
research projects for guidance of teachers. Researches show that the effectiveness of such activities

The Statement of the Problem: As the analysis and installations, on their contents (semantic side of physical
results of the research state, a highly effective technique, school experiment) and on use of these devices in the
which allows you to enhance learning and cognitive learning process (procedural side of physical school
activity of students (teachers of physics to be), is to experiment).
involve  students   to   design   and   research   work. Experience shows that maximum efficiency can be
Radio design, which includes using of software and achieved if students offer their own theme for the
computer hardware components of modern manufacture and research, which appears on the basis of
microelectronics, is especially effective in terms of their cognitive interests and knowledge. However, the
practical implementation. Forms and methods of engaging realisation projects with self-producted electronic devices
students in scientific work are different. Structural and needs special test equipment, electronic components and
technical work is included to the learning process skills to work with such equipment. Most of modern
according to the curriculum and work programs, or it is devices are based on microcontrollers and information
performed in overtime. and communication technologies. So, the problem of

Main stages of any creative activity are: awareness developing certain methodological foundations to form
and support of ideas; technical development of tasks, knowledge and skills of students to use these tools in
practical work on it; testing facility in operation and technical work and in designing and manufacturing new
evaluation of creative solutions. In addition, each stage training equipment is urgent [1, 2].

the firs stage is a thought-out idea, on the second stage

depends on the quality of the physical devices and
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The Analysis of Researches and Publications: The was formed at  the   of  Lesya  Ukrainian  Eastern  National
problem of development of technical thinking of a person University (Lutsk, Ukraine). It works in overtime with a
is reflected in studies of many educators and specially composed program, which is focused on the
psychologists. This problem is considered in the works of development and manufacturing new training equipment
S.   Batyshev,    I.    Bilyy,    I.   Kaloshyna,    K.   Slavska, for the modern base. The work plan is approving at the
V. Chebysheva, I. Yakymanska and others. Scientific beginning of the school year at the Council of the Physics
works   of     famous     scientists     and     methodologists Department. The purpose of this work is to provide
P.    Atamanchuk,     O.     Buhayov,     S.   Goncharenko, conditions for the development of abilities and skills of
O.     Ivanytsky,       Ye.        Korshak,       M.  Martynyuk, students in work with electronic devices and computers,
V.  Rozumovsky,  O.  Sergeyev,  V.  Syrotiuk,  V.  Tyschuk, understanding technical applications of electronics and
V. Sharko and others devoted to the problems of microprocessor technology. It is equally important task to
improving  the  content and structure of education. master the basics of automating physical experiment,
Several publications by L. Blagodarenko, O. Lyashenko, graphical programming, microcontroller programming,
M. Shut reveal the content and perspectives of design of computer information-processing laboratories.
polytechnization    of    national    physical    education. Typically, course topics and then diploma and master
The issue of informatization of the educational process students’ works, meets the field of interest and the
was covered in works by S.  Velychko,  B.  Hershunsky, subject of the problematic group. Students report about
M.  Zhaldak,   Yu.   Zhuk,    Yu.    Mashbits,    N.   Morze, results of the work during the Festival of Science and
S. Semerikov, I. Teplytsky and many others. Some publish reports in the collection of scientific works of the
scientists   such    as    H.    Altshuller,     A.    Davydenko, International Scientific Conference "The young Volyn
T. Kudryavtsev, Ye. Mileryan, V. Molyako, I.  Roytman, science: priorities and prospects for research" for
P. Jacobson and others consider the design activity as a postgraduates and students.
mean of forming technical thinking and creative abilities. According to the approved plan the main directions
Such researches were mainly aimed at high school and of  the  group  is  the  theoretical  and  technical  work.
vocational schools students. However, training students The learning content and structure of physical experiment,
require a substantial revision of the constructive activity opportunities and prospects for microcontroller circuitry
in forming technological thinking. It provides a practical in modern teaching equipment, familiarity with the
preparedness of young professional to identify what the hardware and software capabilities of computer
problem or the situation is, evaluate it and determine ways technology is included to the subject of theoretical
to implement, generate creative ideas and offer technical sessions. The basis of the practical work is radio design,
means for their practical implementation [3, 4]. graphics programming, microcontroller programming,

The   Purpose:    Of the   article   is   to   show  features equipment, modernization and improvement of existing
of  formation  of  creative  abilities  of   teachers of devices  and  systems.  The  effectiveness  of such work
physics to be in the designing and manufacturing new is  due  to  many  factors:  the  ability of the project
training equipment on basis of the  microcontroller  circuit method  in  teaching  physics  and  organization
and information and communication software and consistent training cycle (Fig. 1). It may be based on the
hardware. formation of structured tasks and forming composite

For attracting students to the design and technical laboratory work, in which using computer labs is an
work a creative group of senior students (problem group) integral component.

design and production of new educational laboratory

Fig. 1: The scheme of successive training cycle
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Currently virtual computer information-measuring The integrated development  environment  for
systems can be an alternative for unavailable or obsolete Arduino is  a   multi-application    on  Java,  which
means for measuring and processing the results. Most of includes  a code editor, compiler and program
the students, who are involved in technical designing, transmission  module  firmware into the PCB.
possess skills to work with the hardware and software of Development environment, which is based on the
computer technology. Common elements, that are in use programming  language  Processing,   is  free of charge
in the design of electronic equipment now, are and designed to program newcomers unfamiliar with
microcontrollers. This is an universal chip, which software development. The programming language is
configuration can be changed according to the task, that similar to Wiring language. In another words it is a C++
you want to perform a device on their basis. language with some extra libraries. Applications are
Independently constructed devices with microcontrollers processed by the preprocessor and then compiled using
are characterized by good options, they are easy to use AVR-GCC. The feature of Arduino is that the
and debug [5]. manufacturer offers a wide variety of sensors that can be

Specific consideration of the functions of successfully used as part of educational information-
microcontroller systems, such as gauges, shows that measuring system. Enlargement cards, which are installed
multi-devices are achived using these systems. Main on the platform, diversify the functionality of Arduino to
function of devices are simplification of process control control different devices and receive data, etc.
measurement, automation adjustments, calibration and Design and  manufacture  of  electronic  equipment
automatic verification and improvement of metrological for experimental research in physics is accessible in
characteristics of the instrument, perform computational attracting software systems simulation and graphical
procedures, statistical treatment of results observations, programming. One of the software that we use in the
the creation of programmable devices. laboratory practice is LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual

The ideology of construction equipment is radically Instrument Engineering Workbench), which is based on
changed. The microcontroller has become a major part of graphical programming language compiler „G” and was
the device and it caused changes in design and circuit developed by the American company National
design, layout, administration, etc. Introduction of Instruments [9]. Using LabVIEW we can develop control
microcontroller circuitry makes possible the construction programs and data collection based on specialized boards
of multi-devices with flexible work programs, making them I/O, including Arduino.
more economical and it made the problem of entering the On the Arduino platform a number of useful for
default interface bus and controling them easier to solve physical  experimentation     and    automation of
[6, 7]. physical research  equipment   can   be  successfully

From experience we know that the design and produced. We have manufactured and used a number of
manufacture of the base unit, payment data collection, is meters, constructed versatile panel mini-ELVIS
the most problematic. Industrial designes are too (Educational Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Suite) for
expensive for schools. We propose Arduino unit, a tool educational experiments with microelectronics and
for the design of electronic devices, which is popular circuitry.
among users of electronic equipment and radio. Information about board is in the public domain and

This platform with the open source is based on the may be used production it by yourself. Therefore,
microcontroller, which supports modern environment for students are able to complete all stages of the designing
writing software. It was released in 2005 as a tool for platform from the PCB design in various ways (including
interaction design students of the Institute of the Italian fotoresist) to programming final design [10].
town of Ivrea (Interaction Design Institute Ivrea, IDII) [8]. Active promotion   of    technical   creativity,
Arduino is used to create electronic devices, robotics and studying basics of robotics and microelectronics is
other structures with the ability to receive signals from a particularly urgent problem today. Moreover, the
variety of digital and analog sensors and control various methodological principles of training students to use
actuators. Arduino is the hardware computing platform, microelectronics and robotics in higher educational
the main components of which are input / output card and school has not yet been formed. Students has basic
a development environment, organized on Processing training sufficient to ensure the curricula of the
language. Arduino can be used to create stand-alone specialties.   Development   of  algorithms  for
interactive objects and connect to the software such as: applications,  mechanical  and  electronic  components
Adobe Flash, Processing, Max / MSP, Pure Data, and mechanisms for qducational robots is not difficult for
SuperCollider, etc. students.
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CONCLUSIONS 4. Martynyuk, A.S., 2013. Methodology and

Structural and technological students work enhances use of microelectronics in the experimental and
the quality of learning material of specialty, broaden their research work, Available at: http:// www.rae.ru/ fs/
horizons of professionals to be, fostering the skills of their ?section=content&op=show_article&article_id=10
own search, improve professional skills, education and 001151 (accessed 18 August 2013).
scientific creativity. It forms the proficiency and 5. Martynyuk, A., 2012. Methodological support of
improving the quality of physical, mathematical and composite laboratory practicum using software and
technological training. hardware from National Instruments. A collection of

We see prospects for further research towards the scientific reports. Proceedings of the International
study in the improvement of information and Scientific-Practical Conference „Advances in science
communication providing, expanding facilities, in recent years. New solutions” 28.12.2012 –
development of new teaching materials. 30.12.2012 year. – Warsaw: Publisher: Sp. of o.o.
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